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OPPORTUNITIES TO DRIVE
OUTSIDE THE SHOW RING

u CARRIAGE DRIVING u

For the first 200 years of its existence, the Morgan horse was 
selected and bred primarily as a driving horse. At one time in 
the 1800s, they were the fastest trotting horses in the world. 

At the same time, they were the most popular commercial horses in 
New York City and in all of New England. It is from this foundation 
our breed has established itself as the American driving horse.
 It is a little appreciated fact that the Morgan horse today is the 
most popular purebred competitive driving horse in the United 
States. At any American Driving Association (ADS) recognized 
competition you will find Morgans as ribbon winners in all levels. 
Almost 20 percent of the purebred horses owned by ADS members 
are Morgans, almost double the ownership of the second most 
popular horse. 

 The Morgan is no stranger to proving it has what it takes 
to drive successfully outside the traditional show ring, Carriage 
driving is the only sport in which the Morgan has regularly 
achieved international competitive success against all breeds. 
Larry Poulin set the breed on that road with Kennebec Count 
and Kennebec Russel back in the mid ’80s. More recently, Shelly 
Temple with her Morgan, LR Ami B-Line, was a three-time 
USEF National Champion Single Pony against all other breeds. 
Lisa Singer, representing the US team at the world pairs driving 
championship seven times, and Suzy Stafford, with the Morgan 
PVF Peace Of Mind, the first Morgan to win the US Equestrian 
Federation International Horse of the Year, have led the way for 
the Morgan breed. For the last 20 years, Morgans regularly have 

By Jeff Morse

Our author grew up with Morgans and is now a trainer and clinician 
in the carriage driving world. He thinks you should try his sport.

ABOVE: Larry Poulin driving Margaret Gardiner’s homebreds Kennebec Count and Kennebec Russel. When they arrived on the scene in the 1980s they 
declared the Morgan breed’s pre-eminence as carriage horses for the entire world (photo © R. Broadbent).
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represented the United States in World Singles competition.
 Until relatively recently, two personal driving experiences 
ranked at the top for me with Morgan horses as most exciting. One: 
training and competing a Morgan roadster. Trotting full speed at 
the road gait is an exhilarating experience I’ll never forget! Two: 
sleighing. It is similar to driving in a wheeled vehicle but actually 
quite different in many respects. The gliding silence as you move 
through the snow is a unique experience with horses and such a 
natural fit for the Morgan horse. 
 Lately, the thrill of the roadster and sleighing experiences have 
been superseded by a recent driving phenomenon: Derby Driving! 
The American Driving Association added Derby Driving Rules to its 
rulebook in 2015 and is the only association that officially recognizes 
the sport in the United States. Derbies are now regularly held across 
the country. In 2017, the Massachusetts Morgan Horse Show was the 
first Morgan show in the United States to hold a derby.
 The sport is an offshoot of combined driving (see below) 
and has competitions for the same levels: Training, Preliminary, 
Intermediate, and Advanced. It is a straight out race: fastest 
time wins. Training Level equines must only trot but in all other 
divisions, it’s a full out gallop from start to finish. Although it is 
over in the blink of an eye, your heart rate will take a while to 
recover! What a rush!
 Typically, once through the start line, competitors proceed 
through gates of cones until they arrive at the entrance to the 
first obstacle which is designed like a combined driving obstacle 
with multiple lettered gates that must be driven in the correct 
sequence and direction. Once through the first obstacle, it’s on 
through multiple numbered cones gates leading to the second 

obstacle. Finally, it’s a full gallop through a few more cones gates 
to the finish line. Any penalties are converted to seconds which are 
added to the overall time. In some competitions, there may be two 
rounds with the times for each round added together to produce 
the overall winner.
 Quick, nimble, supple, obedient, and fit horses have the 
advantage. This is ideally suited to the Morgan horse. Larger 
horses may cover more ground per stride but can get bogged 
down by the tight turns required to get quickly and efficiently 
through the obstacles.
 Everyone I know who has competed in Derby Driving has 
eagerly wanted to do it again. It’s thrilling for spectators to watch 
and simple for them to understand. For the drivers, there are no 
long courses or tests to remember. It is a compact sport, usually 
done in a ring and it is completed in one day. These events are ideally 
suited for smaller venues and smaller driving clubs and Derbies do 
not require a large pool of volunteers or tons of equipment. The 
design of the courses is limited only by the organizer’s imagination 
and by the safety concerns governed by the ADS rules. And best of 
all, Morgans seem to thrive on it! 
 A first cousin of Derby Driving is Arena Driving. In the East, 
Arena Driving has been a popular addition to Morgan shows 
for several years. The rules are similar to Derby Driving and the 
challenges presented to both horse and driver are much the same.
 Probably the most rewarding driving experience outside of the 
traditional show ring for both horse and driver is driven dressage. 
It lacks the thrill and excitement of Arena and Derby Driving but 
the long term benefits to both horse and driver are useful for the 
overall well-being of the horse and the improvement of driver’s 

LEFT TO RIGHT: SBS Risky Business, a Western pleasure horse in a previous career, performs with the author Jeff Morse in a fast paced driving derby. Jen-
nifer Morse, navigator; Combined Driving events get really exciting. Here Shelley Temple navigates a water obstacle with LR Amie B-Line.
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lifelong skills. Drivers achieve their goals individually, quietly, and 
in a logical organized progression, each step building on the ones 
that preceded it. Success is measured with written feedback from 
experienced judges to help drivers improve their driving skills and 
the horse’s performance. Driven dressage is very similar to ridden 
dressage except the arena is larger and there are some movements 
that cannot be performed between the shafts of driving vehicles. 
 Everything you and your horse learn in dressage driving 
will improve your performance no matter what discipline you 
ultimately choose to do with your horses. After all, what discipline 
does not benefit by increased suppleness, impulsion, submission, 
freedom of movement, elasticity, straightness, regularity, calmness, 
lightness, and relaxation? 
 Want to try the ultimate driving sport? Combined Driving may 
be for you! This is the driving equivalent of Three-Day Eventing. 
The three competitions are Driving Dressage, Driving Cones, and 
the Marathon, each completed on consecutive days. The penalties 
for each competition are added together. The lowest score wins. 
 The event has several competition levels from Training Level 
to Advanced and FEI levels, providing suitable challenges for 
beginners to accomplished drivers and horses, each competing 
against their peers. This is the ultimate challenge for the well-
rounded equine. Every aspect of the horse and driver is measured 
from the relaxed walk in dressage, to the driver’s accuracy and 
timing in cones to the quickness, agility, and fitness of the horses in 
the marathon phases. Compact power, agility, trainability reflected 
in the inherent versatility of the Morgan horse has proven to be a 
welcome advantage to Morgan competitors in this sport. 
 You may want to try this sport out first in a Driving Trial, 

which has all the elements of a full Combined Driving event but 
with a shorter marathon phase and a compact one day schedule, 
making it an ideal driving sport for weekend competition.
 The sport of competitive Pleasure Driving maintains the 
elegance of driving traditions from the early days of carriage 
transportation yet includes tests of driving skill, fitness, speed, 
and accuracy with 12 different obstacle classes, 14 different ring 
classes, and three types of cross-country drives. There are divisions 
normally separated by experience, height, vehicle type, and more. 
Morgans are typically heavy favorites. It’s almost as if the sport was 
designed with them in mind! The Massachusetts and New England 
Morgan shows have the largest Carriage Pleasure divisions of any of 
the breed affiliates licensed by USEF. Pleasure Driving is the perfect 
sport to introduce your Morgan to competitive driving outside of 
the show ring. It is a little less exhilarating and less physically taxing 
than Combined Driving yet no less challenging for the driver’s skills.
 For the many drivers who shy away from the pressures and 
rules of competitions, there are organized recreational drives across 
the country. The largest of these is the multi-day National Drive, 
usually held in the centrally located Kentucky Horse Park. Many 
local driving clubs around the country also offer one or two day 
recreational drives. These are often accompanied by educational 
opportunities from established driving clinicians who help you 
and your horses improve. 
 Whatever driving opportunity outside of the show ring 
appeals to you, rest assured that Morgans are ideally suited for 
driving sports. They have the perfect combination of beauty, 
tractability, trainability, and athleticism to excel. After all, driving 
is in their genes!   n 

LEFT TO RIGHT: Suzy Stafford and PVF Peace Of Mind showing the performance precision needed for driven dressage; Sue White and Harvest Lucy In The 
Sky having fun in the sport of recreational driving.


